Rights and Reproduction Policy

Rates are calculated, “per image,” unless otherwise noted. Licensing periods are for one-time use only unless otherwise noted. All fees and other information effective as of January 1st, 2021. Additionally, services and fees are subject to change without notice. All images must be credited as follows: Image Courtesy of American Sign Museum, Cincinnati, OH.

It is the responsibility of the user to determine and satisfy the status of copyright and other restrictions on materials when making use of the American Sign Museum Permanent Collection.

Pricing
American Sign Museum members and volunteers receive a 15% discount on use fees.

- $100: 1-999 copies
- $150: 1,000 –4,999
- $200: 5,000-24,999
- $250: 25,000-99,999 copies
- $300: 100,000*
- $500: Book cover

Scans*
- $15: Existing digital file
- $35: New scan

Commercial Use
- $100: Exhibition/presentation
- $250: Retail/office décor
- Re-use within 10 years is offered at 50% of the original cost
- Use in another format: determined on a case-by-case basis

Non-profit/Academic Use
- $50: Exhibition/presentation
- $125: Retail/office décor
- Use in another format: determined on a case-by-case basis

Books include e-books and other electronic formats. The publisher is to provide the American Sign Museum with two (2) complete gratis copies of the publication in which the image is reproduced. In the case of M.A. theses and Ph.D. dissertations, photocopies of the references to the illustration will be acceptable.

*Photocopying of primary manuscript materials, photographs, fragile or oversize books may be restricted.

Please contact Casey Goldman-Davis, Curator of Collections and Programming, cgoldman-davis@americansignmuseum.org or (513) 502-2182 for more information about the use of collection objects.